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Course at glance
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Discrete-time signals

Fourier-domain 
representation

Sampling and 
reconstruction

z-transform DFT/FFT

Discrete-time systems

Discrete-time 
signals and systems

Structure

Analysis

Filter design



Discrete-time Fourier transform (DTFT)

 Useful for theoretical analysis of signals and systems
 According to its definition

several problems exist in practice (using computer)
 Sum over infinite length n
 Continuous (frequency) variable 
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Relation b/w DTFT and DFT

 The values from DFT are from uniform sampling of DTFT

 Sampling in frequency!
 Sampling in time might result in xxx in frequency
 Sampling in frequency might result in xxx in time

 Will formally study DFT
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Usually, the length of x[n]



DFS analysis-synthesis pair

 For notational convenience, define

 Analysis equation

 Synthesis equation

 To signify the relationship
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Periodic with period N



DFS of a periodic impulse train

 Periodic impulse train

 DFS coefficients

 Synthesis equation
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Useful identity



The Fourier Transform of Periodic 
Signals
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Key result: DTFT vs. DFS

 Relationship:

 Will formally show this relationship
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Finite Periodic

Periodic N Periodic N

Sample of
spectrum



DTFT of periodic sequences

 Consider

 DTFT of x[n] is

 Check (2.146) and (2.147)

 DTFT of 

9Still periodic with period of 

Periodic with period N



Fourier transform of periodic impulse train

 Recall

 DTFT from DFS
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Periodic sequence from finite-length sequence

 Consider x[n]=0 outside of [0, N-1]
 Construct a periodic sequence

 DTFT pairs
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DFS interpretation

 Recall

 Thus,
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N equally spaced samples of DTFT!



Key result summary

 With 
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Finite Periodic

Periodic N Periodic N

Sample of
spectrum



Example

 Consider

 DFS of 

 DTFT of 
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Comparison
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Comparison
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Sampling the Fourier Transform
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AB vs. BA

 Until now, we have shown that if A, then B

 We want to prove that if B, then A
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Finite Periodic

Periodic N Periodic N

Sample of
spectrum

A B



Sampling DTFT (or z-transform)

 DTFT

 z-transfrom
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Periodic with period       Periodic in k with period N

N equally spaced points on unit circle
 Periodic in k with period N



Proof of BA

 Recall

 Synthesis equation
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Periodic replicas of x[n]



Examples of periodic replicas
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Length 9 sequence



Sampling interpretation

 Sampling in time-domain  xxx in frequency-domain
 Sampling in frequency-domain  xxx in time-domain

 With enough number of samples (at least the length of x[n]) in frequency-
domain
 Possible to reconstruct         from        (and              from          )

 If not, time-domain aliasing occurs!

 Time-domain aliasing can be avoided only if x[n] has finite length
 Just as frequency-domain aliasing can be avoided only for bandlimited signals
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Sampling in the frequency-domain

 Recovering

does not require to know its DTFT at all frequencies
 Sufficient to know only the N-points of

 Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
 Represent a finite length sequence by using DFS coefficients
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Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
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Finite-length sequence

 Consider a finite-length sequence x[n] of length N samples
 If the length is smaller than N, appending zeros to make length N

 Construct a periodic sequence

 The finite-length sequence x[n] can be recovered as
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DFT of the finite-length sequence

 DFS coefficients,         , of the periodic sequence         with period of N
Also periodic with period of N

 To maintain a duality between time and frequency domains, choose one 
period of          as DFT 

 Possible to recover DFS coefficients as
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DFT analysis-synthesis pair

 Recall

 Analysis equation

 Synthesis equation

 To signify the relationship
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DFT vs. DFS pairs

 Analysis equations

 Synthesis equations

 If we evaluate the values of DFT pairs outside of [0,N], they are not zeros, 
but a rather a periodic extension of x[n] and X[k]
Assume they are zeros because…
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Periodic with period NZeros outside the range of [0,N]



Example (8.7 in the textbook)
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Reconstruction of DTFT from DFT

 Note

where                                       Rectangular window

 DTFT of 

where
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Periodic convolution



Reconstruction of DTFT from DFT

 Note
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